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Abstract: We classify up to multiplier equivalence maximal (v, 5, 3, 1) optical orthogonal codes (OOCs) with lengths up to 100.
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1. Introduction

One of the basic concepts in data communication is the idea of allowing several transmitters to send information simultaneously over a single communication channel. This is called multiple access. There are several techniques to provide multiple access and one of them is code division multiple access (CDMA). Although used in various radio communications systems, the most widely known application of CDMA is for cellphones.

A binary signature sequence (codeword) is assigned to each user in a CDMA system. The data to be sent is mapped onto the codewords and the different users codewords are mixed together and sent over the channel. At the receiver end a decoder, which is known application of CDMA is for cellphones.

Optical code-division multiple access (OCDMA) systems attract much attention as they have several benefits such as asynchronous transmission, being flexible in network design, accommodation of burst traffic, etc. A main problem connected with the use of OCDMA systems is the search for powerful code structures that allow a large number of users to communicate simultaneously with a low error probability. Among the most famous codes considered to date are optical orthogonal codes (OOCs). They also have applications in mobile radio, frequency-hopping spread-spectrum communications, radar, sonar signal design, constructing protocol - sequence sets for the M-active-out-of T users collision channel without feedback, etc.

Since the introductory paper by Chung, Salehi and Wei [7] the optical orthogonal codes existence problem has been intensively studied. Many constructions of optimal optical orthogonal codes are known, see for instance [4,5,6,8,9,11]. In particular, OOCs of weight 5 have been considered in [1,2,3,4,9,10,11]. Most classes of optimal (v,5,1,1) OOCs that are known were obtained by the powerful difference family apparatus either as ordinary (v,k,1) difference families (corresponding to the perfect (v,k,1,1) OOCs) or relative (v,k,n,1) difference families with n ≤ k²-k.

Constructions and classification of (v,5,2,1) OOCs of small lengths are presented in [2] and [4]. In this paper we classify (v,5,3,1) OOCs with lengths up to 100.

2. Basic definitions

For the basic concepts and notations concerning the classified combinatorial objects we follow [4] and [9]. We denote by \( Z_v \) the ring of integers modulo v and by \( \oplus \) addition in it.

**Definition 1.** A \((v,k,\lambda_1,\lambda_2)\) OOC is a collection \( C=\{c_1,\ldots,c_s\} \) of \( k \)-subsets (codewords) of \( Z_v \), such that any two distinct translates of a codeword share at most \( \lambda_1 \) elements, and any two translates of two distinct codewords share at most \( \lambda_2 \) elements:

\[
|c_i \cap (c_j+\alpha)| \leq \lambda_1, \quad 1 \leq i < j \leq s, \quad 1 \leq \alpha < v-1
\]

Condition (1) is called the auto-correlation property and (2) the cross-correlation property.

**Definition 2.** The size of \( C \) is the number \( s \) of its codewords.

Consider a codeword \( C=\{c_1,\ldots,c_s\} \). Denote by \( \Delta C \) the multiset of the values of the differences \( c_i-c_j \). \( 1 \neq j, i,j=1,2,\ldots,k \) and by \( \Delta C \) its corresponding set. The type of \( C \) is the number of elements of \( \Delta C \), i.e. the number of different values of its differences. The auto-correlation property means that at most \( \lambda_1 \) differences are the same. For \( \lambda_2 = 1 \) the cross-correlation property means that \( \Delta C_1 \cap \Delta C_2 = \emptyset \) for two codewords \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \).

**Definition 3.** A \((v,k,\lambda_1,\lambda_2)\) OOC is perfect if \( \bigcup_{i=1}^{s} \Delta C_i = v-1 \), that is if all nonzero differences are covered.

**Example.** Codewords of a perfect \((37, 5, 3, 1)\) OOC

\begin{align*}
\Delta C_1 & = \{11100001000000000000000000000000010000\} \\
& \{0, 1, 2, 7, 32\} \\
\Delta C_2 & = \{1001000000010000000100100000000000000\} \\
& \{0, 3, 11, 19, 22\} \\
\Delta C_3 & = \{1000100000001000100000000000000000\} \\
& \{0, 4, 13, 17, 27\}
\end{align*}

Among the OOCs with given parameters those ones which have more codewords are more interesting from application point of view and research efforts are directed there.
Definition 4. A \((v,k,\lambda_1,\lambda_2)\) OOC is optimal if it has maximum size.

Since we want to classify all OOCs with given parameters, we need to define an equivalence relation on them.

Definition 5. Two \((v,k,\lambda_1,\lambda_2)\) OOCs \(C\) and \(C'\) are isomorphic if there exists a permutation of \(Z_v\) which maps the collection of translates of each codeword of \(C\) to the collection of translates of a codeword of \(C'\).

Definition 6. Two \((v,k,\lambda_1,\lambda_2)\) OOCs are multiplier equivalent if they can be obtained from one another by an automorphism of \(Z_v\) and replacement of codewords by some of their translates.

There can exist OOCs which are isomorphic, but multiplier inequivalent.

3. Classification method

We classify up to multiplier equivalence the \((v, 5, 3, 1)\) OOCs by a modification of the algorithm used in [2]. The algorithm performs backtrack search on the set of all possible codewords, i.e. all 5-sets which meet the auto-correlation requirement. In the present modification we check which types of codewords are available in this set and exclude from it the codewords of types that are impossible for a code with the predefined size.

At each stage of the back-track search we add a codeword to the current partial solution. In order to make the classification feasible we speed up the algorithm by performing a minimality test and a type test to the partial solutions.

Minimality test: we check if the current partial solution can be mapped to a lexicographically smaller one by the automorphisms of \(Z_v\). If it can, an equivalent partial solution has already been found. Let \(T\) be the type of the remaining codewords (of the array we choose them from) is at least as big as that of the \(r\)-th chosen one. That is why

\[d+(s-r)T \leq v-1.\]

If this does not hold, the next possibility for the \((r-1)\)-st codeword is considered.

4. Classification results

The classification of maximal \((v, 5, 3, 1)\) OOCs with \(29 \leq v \leq 100\) is presented in Table 1. We start with \(v=29\) because \(s < 2\) for all smaller lengths. For each \(v\) we give the size \(s_{opt}\) of the optimal OOCs, the number of all multiplier inequivalent optimal OOCs, and the number of the perfect ones among them.

All computer results are obtained by our own C++ programs. Files with the OOCs we construct can be downloaded from \text{http://www.moi.math.bas.bg/~ts} onka. All codes are available online to everybody who is interested and further investigations of their properties are possible.

5. Conclusion

The classified codes can be of use both directly in relevant applications, and as parts of constructions of new infinite families.
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